
LUPITA 
NYONG’O

(ACTRESS)



VISIONARIES A visionary in its purest form is one who transcends 

the limits of their craft and envisions a brighter future 

for our world. This year, VCFS will be doing exactly 

that by celebrating eight different ICONIC ARTISTS who 

we RECOGNIZE as “visionaries” within their respective 

fields.  Each visionary may have a different creative 

background, however VCFS 2018 hopes to encapsulate 

just how integral each one of these aspects of art is 

to the creative world. The eight people we have 

chosen to feature in this year's show not only pushed 

the boundaries of what was expected of them during 

their time, but also used their talent to enact social 

change. Their lasting influence and creative visions 

have helped shape the world we live in today, and we 

are honoured to be celebrating their contributions 

this year.



FRED 

ASTAIRE

“Either the camera 

will dance, or I will.”

When people think of the classic face of dance, no one can deny that 

the perfectly fashioned, ever-shining, and incredibly talented icon that 

is Fred Astaire is the first person to come to mind. Astaire continues to be 

the epitome of a muse and an inspiration in today’s modern world of 

dance. Skyrocketing to fame in the early 1920s, Astaire flourished in the 

limelight throughout his sixty year career in dance, film and television, 

where he was especially known for his smooth ballroom style and 

charismatic personality. Elegant, effortless and fun, Astaire brought 

life to the stage and led an entire generation of dancers to success. 

Almost a century later, Fred Astaire continues to inspire artists and 

dancers around the world to this day. 

(dancer)



FRIDA KAHLO

(ARTIST)

In the early 1900s when 

famous female painter Frida 

Kahlo was born, women 

were hardly 

acknowledged in the 

professional world, let 

alone able to spark change 

with their ideas and 

creations. As one of the 

few female students to 

attend her university, 

Kahlo was a fierce 

advocate for women's 

rights. She is possibly best 

known for mastering the 

self portrait, which she 

utilized as political and 

social statements as well 

as for an expression of her 

voice through art. Decades 

later, her paintings of 

herself amongst jungles of 

leaves and animals remain 

some of the most famous 

self portraits of our time. 

Frida Kahlo redefined what 

it meant to be a woman not 

only in art, but as an 

identity in society.

"i am my 

own 

muse"



“You don't have to 

wait for anyone's 

approval to do 

things. You don't 

have to try to get a 

job and go 

through set steps 

before you start a 

career or start 

your life. That's 

what I want young 

girls to know - you 

can do anything 

you want. Just 

start.” 

P E T R A

C O L L I N S

At the young age of 24, Canadian-born Petra 

Collins has quickly escalated in her 

photography career, where she has shot for 

American Vogue, Love Magazine, and Gucci, and 

has captured the likes of Selena Gomez, Chance 

the Rapper, and Kim Kardashian to name a few. 

Despite working with some of the biggest brands 

and CELEBRITIES, Collins has maintained her 

signature artistic style. The raw innocence 

caught in her intimate portraits, often of young 

women, leave viewers with feelings of nostalgia 

and bliss.The often cited “female gaze” that is 

conveyed through Collins’ photography is what 

has made her work stand out in art and fashion 

circles alike. As a muse to Alessandro Michele, 

the creative director of Gucci and a contributing 

photographer for some of the biggest magazines 

in fashion, Petra Collins’ influence on fashion 

and art are only just beginning.

(photographer)



CHER

“Until 

you're 

ready to 

look 

foolish, 

you'll 

never have 

the 

possibility 

of being 

great.”

Simply put, Cher is the Goddess 

of Pop; an absolute female 

pioneer and icon who since 

the early 60’s began to 

monopolize what was a 

predominantly male run 

industry. She shaped not only 

the arts industry through her 

theatrical performances, 

musical talents, and comedic 

acting, but constantly speaks 

out on her political, 

philanthropic, and social 

views, bettering the future 

for our youth. Cher is a 

cultural visionary who 

impacts the way we perceive 

authenticity and radicalism. 

She has made choices which 

promote androgyny and 

support gender bending, all 

which lead her to be an icon 

that is relatable to anyone, 

regardless of age, race, 

sexuality, or gender. by being 

one of the first women in 

popular culture to embrace 

pants and genderless 

fashion, to being a sex symbol 

and a muse to trendsetters 

around the world, Cher has 

done it all. Her influence 

continues to be undoubtedly 

clear today throughout the 

fashion world.  
(singer)



(dancer)

TIM BURTON

(director)

“One person's craziness is 

another person's reality.” 

Tim Burton encompasses what aN 

eccentric fantasy world would 

look like with his vividly dark 

imagination. He allows his eerie 

quirkiness to come to life by 

being one of the most 

progressive visionaries 

throughout film direction, 

production, animation, and 

writing. He entertains his 

audiences by being unique in his 

style, taking daring risks, and 

ensuring it all works out in the 

end. Burton has produced 

multiple masterpieces in his name, 

such as Beetlejuice and The 

Nightmare Before Christmas, 

both of which live on to this day 

as CULT CLASSICS. From making new 

Batman films, to remaking the 

originally dark tale of Alice IN 

Wonderland, Burton is able to 

add his own flair and 

personalize all of his films to 

make them truly iconic 

throughout time.



LUPITA 

NYONG’O

(ACTRESS)

“No matter where you are from 

your dreams are valid.”

Since winning an Oscar in 2013 for her performance 

in 12 Years A Slave - her first ever feature film - 

Lupita Nyong’o has quickly become a household 

name in Hollywood. Revered for her bold and 

colourful sartorial decisions, Nyong’o has 

become a regular on red carpets around the 

world. However, what makes her a true visionary is 

her ability to select powerful roles, often those 

that demonstrate the importance of bringing a 

diverse set of stories to the big screen. Nyong’o 

shows the resilience and strength of women BY 

BRINGING authenticity to the awe-inspiring stories 

of African women through carefully selected 

films, and continues to use her position as an 

artist to elevate their voices. As an actress, a 

fashion icon, and an outspoken advocate for 

representation in the arts, Nyong’o embodies a 

new wave of actors and actresses who use their 

incredible talents to break barriers and inspire 

future generations to make a difference. 

FRIDA KAHLO



(model)

KATE MOSS

 Discovered at the young age of 

14, nobody could have predicted 

the waves Kate Moss would make 

in the fashion industry. Arriving 

to her height of fame as the 

supermodel era ended, Moss 

inspired and created trends 

which would last throughout 

the 90’s and promote “a nihilistic 

vision of beauty.” Moss went on 

to win awards throughout her 

modelling career, and was 

constantly recognized as a 

visionary. Her work includes Ad 

campaigns with Chanel, to Dolce 

& Gabbana and almost every 

high-end brand in-between. 

moss’ timeless yet boundary 

pushing beauty has been featured 

on 100+ vogue covers, making her 

the most prolific models of her 

time. Her legacy continues to 

progress through all mediums of 

art, culture and lifestyle. 

“What people say 

isn't going to stop 

me. I have to do 

things for myself.”



Simply put, Cher is the Goddess 

of Pop; an absolute female 

pioneer and icon who since 

the early 60’s began to 

monopolize what was a 

predominantly male run 

industry. She shaped not only 

the arts industry through her 

theatrical performances, 

musical talents, and comedic 

acting, but constantly speaks 

out on her political, 

philanthropic, and social 

views, bettering the future 

for our youth. Cher is a 

cultural visionary who 

impacts the way we perceive 

authenticity and radicalism. 

She has made choices which 

promote androgyny and 

support gender bending, all 

which lead her to be an icon 

that is relatable to anyone, 

regardless of age, race, 

sexuality, or gender. by being 

one of the first women in 

popular culture to embrace 

pants and genderless 

fashion, to being a sex symbol 

and a muse to trendsetters 

around the world, Cher has 

done it all. Her influence 

continues to be undoubtedly 

clear today throughout the 

fashion world.  

ALEXANDER

McQUEEN

(designer)

(singer)

When watching his fashion 

shows, or analyzing the 

intricacy of his designs up 

close, it’s no surprise that 

Alexander McQueen is one 

of the most widely 

renowned designers to 

date. His technical 

expertise combined with 

his boundless imagination 

are what makes McQueen a 

true visionary. By pushing 

the boundaries of fashion, 

he forced the public to 

view this medium as an 

art-form in and of itself. 

With designs that are 

equally dark as they are 

romantic, and beautiful as 

they are insightful, you 

are left mesmerized at the 

artistry he brings to the 

craft. McQueen used 

fashion to challenge our 

perceptions of beauty 

through meanings deeply 

interwoven into his 

designs. His attention to 

detail, along with his 

ability to challenge our 

thinking is what makes 

Alexander McQueen a muse 

to many aspiring fashion 

designers of the modern 

era.   

“I find beauty in the grotesque, 

like most artists.”



TIM BURTON

(director)

“One person's craziness is 

another person's reality.” 

Join us in seeing how VCFS brings 

together artists of all different 

platforms to create a show that 

embodies the lasting influence of 

these inspiring visionaries.

@vcfs_queens

/Voguecharityfashionshow

Vogue charity fashion show

www.Vogue charity fashion show.com


